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Make a plan:
• Plan the order that you want to stand walls,
and build them in the opposite order.
• Plan where you want to lean/store each
wall after its framed and before you stand it.
• The goal is to move each wall as few times
as absolutely necessary. You don’t want to
end up with a big wall trapped in a small
room where it doesn’t belong and where
you can’t move it out.
Double check that all plates are
labeled (on both plates).

Separate the plates, making sure not to switch the orientation,
and lay them out parallel approximately 8’ apart.

Set studs in place.
• Crown all studs.
• Any curves should point up.
(Remember: rainbow up)

All non-structural doors, including:
Hinged, by-pass, and bi-fold doors.

For all non-structural interior doors:
• Measure and mark on the King Stud 81 ½” and 83” and mark an X in
between so there’s no confusion where the header should be installed.
• Note: Measure from the bottom of the stud, not the bottom plate.
Clearly mark everything! Headers installed at the wrong height often aren’t noticed
until door installation – when it’s very difficult to fix.

Attach each header to the
king with (2) 16d nails.

Cut Header to: door width + 2”

Build and install doors before any
neighboring studs (or you won’t
have room to attach headers).

For all structural interior doors:
1) Measure and cut Jack Studs (trimmers) to 81 ½”.
2) Attach Jacks to Kings (full studs) with angled 16d
nails every 2’.
3) Assemble structural header with (2) 2x8s
sandwiching ½” OSB.
Cut Header to: door width + 5”

Make sure all
edges are flush
when attaching
Jacks to Kings.

(+ 2” for jamb/shims and + 3” to bear on jacks)

Nail together with
16d nails every 16”
along each edge
and on both sides.

For all structural interior doors:
4) Nail through Kings into header, ensuring
there are no gaps between header and Jacks.
5) Install cripples on 2’ layout and tight to top of
Kings (continuing Jacks up to top plate).

Toenail the bottom of cripples
to the header with 8d nails.

Build partitions out of two full-length studs and scrap to connect two walls.

Use scraps to connect studs
and act as nailers for second wall.

You can use single scraps,
just be sure they don’t get
installed backwards.

Or build blocks out
of scrap for
reversible partitions.

Just don’t use a full
stud in the middle.

Remember:
Partitions should
match the walls they
connect, including
2x6 and 2x8 walls.

Why? It’s a waste of a stud.
Three scraps provide
enough nailing surface.

Build corners out of two full-length studs.

Check when installing
that corners will face
the connecting wall.

Remember: Corners
should match the walls
they connect, including
2x6 and 2x8 walls.

Attach all components to the plates.
Start on one plate at a time so that everyone
is hammering in the same direction instead of
pushing each other back and forth.

Each 2x4 contacting
the plate gets (2) 16d
nails to attach it.

Wider walls (like 2x6 plumbing
walls and 2x8 HVAC walls) should
get (3) 16d nails into each stud.
Ensure the faces of all framing members are flush
(uneven framing makes hanging drywall very difficult).

Ensure the edges of all
studs/components align with the
squared layout lines (crooked
framing makes installing blocking
and drywall very difficult).

Once a wall is framed, check that all components are
securely attached (check each stud/component for the right
number of nails, and that they’re sunk to the right depth).

Interior walls do not need to be squared.
• There’s no sheathing/bracing to keep it square.
• Walls will rack slightly as they are moved, stood, and braced – and that’s okay.
• Once stood against each other, proper plumbing will make an entire system of
walls square, and proper bracing/fastening will keep that system square.

Built walls can be stacked on top of each other or leaned against
existing walls until you’re ready to stand them permanently in place.
When leaning walls, just be sure:
• Walls are stored fairly square (not
severely racked)
• Walls are supported/secured against
falling (tack nails through bottom plate
if necessary to prevent sliding).
• Walls they are leaning against are
securely braced to support the weight.

Walls stored racked or twisted will end up racked
and twisted when you stand them. Just like
lumber, store walls straight, square, and tight.
You’ll need to move and store walls to continue
working – just make sure they’re stored safely.

Before standing interior walls, always string and straighten the exteriors.
To String a Wall:
1) Attach a 2x block
inside the top
plate at both ends.

2) Run a stringline
tightly between
these two blocks.

(String and straighten firewalls
before standing drywall pieces.)

3) Use another 2x block
as a test spacer; fit
block between string
and top plate.

If there is a gap between string and block, adjust diagonal
bracing so that top of wall moves in and closes gap.
If block doesn’t fit (or pushes string out in order
to fit), adjust bracing so that top of wall moves
out and block fits snugly without moving line.

Gather materials:

Extra 2x4s and “feet”
for temporary bracing

Wall level

A-frame stepladder

Prep the floor:
• Sweep the subfloor where the plate will sit – make sure
there are no nails/rocks/debris there.
• Run a bead of caulk along this edge, to seal bottom plate
to subfloor. Don’t caulk under doors!
Best Practice:
Measure and mark locations
of doors on floor to avoid
gluing under thresholds.

Prep the team:
• Clearly communicate how the wall will be lifted and held in place.
• Explain how to lift carefully (knees not back!)
• Stress that no one lets go of the raised wall until you tell them to.
• Assign each wall-plumbing and bracing task to a specific volunteer.

Don’t lift if you don’t have to.
• Slide walls along the floor until they’re close to their position.
• Lift wall up over caulk and set down between red lines.

Watch the tops!
• Walls with doors are top-heavy, make sure workers are supporting
the weight of the whole wall while moving and standing.
• Watch out for braces in corners – walls can get stuck under them.

First, secure the bottom of the wall:
1) Push wall until exactly on the red lines
(or centered between them).
2) Push wall tight to any adjacent walls.
– Use a hammer to persuade it over, if necessary.
Always hit the bottom plate at the end of the wall,
not studs within it – you could push them off layout.

3) Nail wall to subfloor with (2) 16d nails in each stud bay.
– If wall is parallel to joists, put 2 nails next to each stud.
– If wall is perpendicular to joists, put two nails through
bottom plate at each joist.
– Remember: Do not nail door thresholds!

Next, secure the top of the wall.
• Plumb and nail to any adjacent
walls using 16d nails.

At T-intersections, nail end
stud to ladder blocking.
At corners, nail
through one end
stud and into the
other every 2’.
At all intersections, make sure
both walls are perfectly plumb
and square to each other.

Toenail at the top,
making sure that
nails securely attach
top plate to stud.

Always brace completely both ends of walls.
For walls that don’t end at another wall:

Either attach a diagonal
brace down to a joist in the
floor (like exterior walls), or

Brace the top to the
top of another wall.

Interior walls do not
replace exterior braces!
Do not remove exterior
wall braces until second
floor or roof trusses are
completely decked.

If there are braces in the
way of interior walls,
install a new brace before
removing the original one.

Brace entire wall systems against racking.
Install at least one diagonal brace on the longest wall in a system.
•

Make sure it attaches securely to top and bottom plates of the wall.

Mark all braces with
high-visibility paint.

Cap plate (or double top plate) securely
fastens walls together into a single system.
• Cap plate should match top plate (2x4 cap plate on 2x6
walls; 2x6 cap plate on 2x6 walls).
• Cap plate edges should be flush to top plate on all edges.

Make sure all walls are
square, plumb, braced, and securely fastened
before beginning cap plate.

Absolutely no one is allowed to “walk walls.”
• This also means no sitting, standing, kneeling, etc. on walls.
• Cap plate installation should be done from ladders or scaffolding.

Cap plate should overlap intersecting walls.
• Cap plate should tie two walls together.
• This includes tying interior walls to exteriors.

Install using pairs of 16d nails at each end
of each board and every 2’ along its length.
• To avoid measuring every 2’, install pairs of
nails above each stud in the wall.

Notch cap plate as necessary to securely tie the tops of walls together.

For long walls: Don’t break cap plate within 4’ of a break in top plate.

Building half-walls and pass-through windows in kitchens and stairwells:

Half-wall

Pass-through wall

Plans will call out: where full walls stop, half-walls start, and height of double top plate.

Where length of wall is not called out: Do the math
for cabinets and drywall, plus 3” for good measure.

Install a full stud at the end of the full wall, and install a cripple at
the start of the half wall. Nail them securely together.

Half-wall at rough stage

Half-wall at rough

Pass-through wall at rough stage

Height of cripples
• Plans will call out the height from finished
floor (F.F) to top of double top plate.
• Take this measurement and subtract 4 ½”
(for all three plates).

Caps on Half-Walls
• Cut the top plate when you frame wall.

Install double cap plate along with
all the others so you don’t forget.

Caps on Pass-Through Walls
• Leave the top plate whole while framing,
standing, and cap-plating full walls.
• Cut and install single top plate on cripples.

Cut top plate after joists/trusses are up and
sheathed. Use this as double cap plate.

Don’t forget the cap plate!
Electricians mount kitchen outlet boxes directly under single top plate.
If you don’t have a second plate, the casing won’t fit under the bar top.

Installing “dropped studs” to permanently brace half-walls:
The top of a half-wall isn’t tied to
trusses/ceiling joists like other interior
walls, so the ends should be braced
down into the floor to strengthen.

Where to install?
Half-walls at stairs should always get a dropped stud.
Half-walls in kitchens will have cabinets to support
them; dropped studs are not necessary.

Cap plate

1) Plan for it: Subtract 1 ½” from the
end of your wall/plates to account for
the dropped stud to be attached at
the end. If you don’t, the wall may
encroach on necessary hallway
clearance.
2) Frame and stand the wall just like any
other. Temporarily brace the end of
the wall to keep it perfectly plumb.

Framed wall
Dropped stud

3) Cut the subfloor at the end of the
wall for a stud to pass through.
4) Install a cut stud tight to the end of
the wall.
• The top should be flush with the
single top plate of the wall.
• The bottom should be flush to
bottom of the joists underneath.

From top

From bottom,
between joists

5) Install a block between the two closest
joists, tight to the dropped stud.

6) Fasten dropped stud
to this block. (Always
double-check
that the wall above is
perfectly plumb
before fastening.)

7) Install double top plate
over dropped stud.

Dropped studs at stairwell
openings can often be mounted
directly to rimboard/LVL.

